CHAT BOTS APPLICATION AND EFFICIENCY FOR PATIENT SELF-MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Patients who have problems in language and communication need new technology as training to improve the condition in their daily lives. One of the interesting fields of virtual reality is an interactive artificial intelligence computer program called a chat bot, which can be used to communicate with people and exchange information. People can encounter with them on social networks, mobile or websites. A chat bot simulates human conversation with patients to check up and help them to take their medication. The bot asks the right question about symptoms and type of patient disease. This study was aimed to review the effective use of chat bots for patient training and consulting.

Methods: This review article was done through PubMed, with “chat bot” and “health” for keywords. We analyzed obtained articles on the basis of objective research.

Results: In this research, we look to the use of chat bots for different disease management in published articles. The results of the collected data indicate that chat bots have been used in neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s. The use of this technology in health that runs on a smartphone is studied in Australia. Results showed that a chat bot can be effective in speech and communication therapy for a patient’s daily life; it also can play a role as an advisor and sponsor.

Conclusion: Studies showed positive results of using chat bots in a clinical field. Chat bots can comprehend and understand users’; therefore, they can be considered as an option to support chronic disease self-management, particularly for those who need more integrative requirements. Because of the importance of therapeutic chat bots, usability evaluation of them for medication adherence is recommended.
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